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for the swimmer's trajectory. The initial condition y (- D = 0 yields C = 1, so 

y(x) = 3x - 4x3 + 1. 

Then 
y ( ~) = 3 ( 4) - 4 (!) 3 

+ 1 = 2. 

so the swimmer drifts 2 miles downstream while he swims I mile across the river . 

• 
IIIJ Problems 

't Problems 1 through I 0, find a function y = f (x) satisfy
' the giPen differential equation and the prescribed initial 
1dition. 

dv 
l. _..:.... = 2x + I; y(O) = 3 

dx 
dv ' _..:.... = (x- 2)2 ; y(2) = I 
dx 
dv 

J . _..:.... = ...ji; y(4) = 0 
dx 
dv I 
~ = ---;< y(l) = 5 
d.\ :r-

dv I --· ~ = --: ~·(2) = - 1 
dx Jx+2 · 

d\' 
d~ = xJx2 + 9; y(- 4) = 0 

- dy 10 
dx = x2 + 1 ; y(O) = 0 

dv 
8. _..:.... = cos2x: v(O) =I 

dx 

dy I 
dx = Jl _ xl; y(O) = 0 10. 

dv 
_..:.... = xe --" ; v(O) = I 
dx · 

11ems 1 I throu~:h 18,find the position function x(f) f~{ a 

-~ particle with the given acceleration a(t), initial posi
= x(O), and initial velocity v0 = v(O). 

r) = 3r, v0 = 5. xo = 0 

1) = 2r + 1. vo = -7, xo = 4 
t) = 4(r + 3)2, v0 = - 1. x0 = 1 

1 
r) = - - . vo = - 1. xo = 1 

Jt+4 
I 

t! = --- vo = 0 xo = 0 
(t + 1)3 ' ' 

t] = 50sin5t, tto = -10. x0 = 8 

ems 19 through 22, a particle starts at the origin and 
along the x -axis with the velocity fimction l'(t) whose 
~hown in Figs. 1.2.6 through 1.2.9. Sketch the graph 
ulting position function x(t) for 0 ::;;; t ::;;; I 0. 
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FIGURE 1.2.6. Graph of the 
\'elociry function v(t) of Problem 19. 
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FIGURE 1.2.7. Graph of the 
velocity function v(t) of Problem 20. 
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FIGURE 1.2.8. Graph of the 
velocity function v(t) of Problem 21. 
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22. 10 ,---.---.---r---r-----, 

8 

:. 

FIGt.;RE 1.2.9. Graph of the 
velocity function t' (l) of Problem 22. 

23. What is the maximum height attained by the arrow of part 
(b) of Example 3? 

24. A ball is dropped from the top of a building 400 ft high. 
How long does it take to reach the ground'? With what 
'peed does the ball strike the ground'? 

25. The brake' of a car are applied \\hen it i!> moving at I 00 
km/h and prm ide a constant deceleration of I 0 meters per 
second per second (m/s' ). How far does the car travel be
fore coming to a stop? 

26. A projectile L!> fired <;tratght upward with an initial veloc
ity of 100 mjs from the top of a building 20m high and 
falls to the ground at the base of the building. Find (a) its 
maximum height above the ground: (b) when it passes the 
top of the bmlding: (c) ih total time in the air. 

27. A ball is thrown straight downward from the top of a tall 
building. The initial speed of the hall is I 0 mjs. It strikes 
the ground w1th a speed of 60 m/ s. How tall is the build
tng'? 

28. A baseball i~> thrown straight downward with an initial 
'>peed of 40 ft/s from the top of the Wa!>hington Monu
ment (555 ft high). Hm\ long does it take to reach the 
ground, and with what speed does the bascball~:>trike the 
ground? 

29. A diesel car gradually speeds up ~o that for the first 10., 
it\ acceleration is gi\cn by 

dv 0 ,., z 0 6 - = ( . L)t + ( . )I 
dt 

Tr the car st<lrts from rest (x0 = 0, v0 = 0), find the dis
tance it has traveled at the end of the first 10 s and ib 
velocity at that time. 

30. A car travehng at 60 mi/h (88 ft/~) skids 176 ft after its 
brakes arc suddenly applied. Under the assumption that 
the braking sy1:>tem provides constant deceleration, what 
is that deceleration? For how long does the sk1d continue? 

31. The skid marks made by an automobile indicated that Lts 
brakes were fully applied for a distance of 75 m before it 
came to a -,top. The car in question i~ known to have a con
'-lant deceleratiOn of 20 m; sz under these condition!>. Ho" 
fast- in km/h- was the car traveling when the brakes 
were first applied? 

32. Suppose that a car ~kids 15 m 1f it is moving at 50 l..m/h 
when the brakes arc applied. A<,suming that the car has 
the same constant deceleration. how far will it skid if it is 
moving at 100 km/h when the brakes arc applied? 

33. On the planet Gzyx, a ball dropped from a height of 20ft 
hits the ground in 2 ' · If a ball is dropped from the top of 
a 200-ft-tall building on Gz) ~.how long '"ill it take to hit 
the ground'? With what speed will it hit? 

34. A person can throw a ball straight upward from the ~ur
face of the earth to a maximum height of l~-t ft. How 
high could this per.,on thro\1. the ball on the planet Gzyx 
of Problem 29? 

35. A stone i., dropped from rest at an initial height II above 
the surface of the earth. Sho\\ that the !>peed with \l.htch it 
strikes the ground is t' = ftiiii. 

36. Suppose a woman has enough ''spring" in her legs to jump 
(on earth) from the ground to a height of 2.25 feet. If 
~he jump' straight upward \\ ith the same initial velocit) 
on the moon- where the surface gravitational acceleration 
is (approximately) 5.3 ft/s2- how high above the surface 
will she rise? 

37. At noon a car starts from rest at point A and proceed" at 
constant acceleration along a straight road toward point 
B. If the car reaches B at 12:50 P.:'.t. with a velocity of 
60 mi/ h. what is the distance from A to B·! 

38. At noon a car starts from rest at point A and proceed' with 
constant acceleration along a straight road toward point C. 
35 miles away. If the constant!) accelerated car arJi,·es at 
C with a velocity of 60 mij h. at what time docs it arrive 
at C? 

39. If a = 0.5 mi and l 'o = 9 mi/h as in Example 4, what 
must the 'i\\ imrner·~ ~:>peed 1 \ be in order that he drifts 
only 1 mile do\\nstream as he cro~ses the river? 

40. Suppose that a = 0.5 mi, v0 = 9 mijh, and Vs = 3 mi/h 
as in Example 4, but that the velocity of the river i~ gi,·en 
by the fourth-degree function 

rather than the quadratic function in Eq. (18). Now find 
how far downstream the swimmer drifts as he cros"e~ the 
ri,·er. 

41. A bomb is dropped from a helicopter hovering at an alti
tude of 800 feet above the ground. From the ground di
rectly beneath the helicopter. a projectile is tired ~traight 
upv .. ·ard toward the bomb. exactly 2 -.econds after the 
bomb is released. With what initial velocity should the 
projectile be fired, in order to hit the bomb at an altitude 
of exact!) 400 feet'? 

42. A spacecraft is in free fall toward the surface of the moon 
at a speed of 1000 mph (mi/h). Its rctrorockets, when 
fired. provide a con~tant deceleration of 20.000 mi/h1. At 
\\hat height above the lunar surface should the astronauts 
fire the rctrorockcts to insure a soft touchdown? (As in 
Example 2. ignore the moon ·s gravitational field.) 

fiGC 
for tht 
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dv 
7 . .....:.... = sinx + sin r 

dx · 
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FIGURE 1.3.21. 
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FIGURE 1.3.23. 

dv 
10 . .....:.... = -r ' +sin,. 

dx ' 

X 

FIGURE 1.3.24. 

In Problems II through 20, determine whether Theorem I does 
or does not guarantee existence of a solution oft he given initial 
mlue pmblem. If existence is guarameed, determine whether 
Theorem 1 does or does not guarantee uniqueness of that so· 
lurion. 

Jl. 
dv , , 
.....:.... =2.rv·: 
dx · 

y(l) = - 1 

12. 
dy 

dx 
= xlny: y(l) = I 

13. 
dy 

dx 
= ,YY; y(O) = I 

14. 
dv 
.....:.... = .YY: 
dx · 

y(O) = 0 

dy 
15. Jx - y; y(2) = 2 

dx 

16. 
dr 
.....:.... = .;;-::::y: 
dx · 

v(2) = 1 

17. 
dv 

v-=- = x- 1: 
· dx 

y(O) = l 

18. 
dv 

y( I) = 0 v-=- = r- J· · dx ' ' 

dv 
19. .....:.... = In( I + y 2 ) ; y(O) = 0 

dx 

dy 
20. = x 2 

- y2; y(O) = 1 
dx 

In Problems 21 and 22, Jirst use the method of Example 2 
to construct a slope field for the gil·en differential equation. 
Then sketch the so/wion cun·e corre.fponding to the given ini
ticll condition. Final/)~ use this solution cun·e ro estimate the 
desired value of the solution y(x). 

21. \''=X+)', 

22. y' = y -x. 
y(0)=0: y(- 4)=? 

y(4) = 0: y(- 4) =? 





Problems 

n rl sofution1 (implicit(/ necessary, expliciT if cmwe
differentia/ equation.\ in Pmhlems 1 tl11vuglr 18. 

ore deri1•atives with respec/ to x. 

?xy = 0 
dy 

2. - +2xv2 = 0 
dx · 

- y ~inx 
dr 

4. (l + x) _;___ = -h-
dx -

~- - /1 - v2 
- -\ . 

dr 
6. .....:.... = 3 JXT 

X' dx -

= rNxy) 11-
1 dr 

8. .....:.... = 2x sec v 
dx 

~ =2y 
dx 

.dr , 
10. (1 +x)-.....:.. = (1 + v)· 

dx · 

- (y4 + I) cos X 

X- J)y5 

-(2y3- y) 

-x-~y+xy 

12. yy' = x(y2 + 1) 

dr I+~ 
14. ___:__=--

dx I + ,fi 

16. (x2 + l)(tany)y' = x 

(Sug};estion: Factor the right-hand 

_ x2 + y2 _ x2 r2 

·ticular solutio/IS nf the initial ralue problemt 
9 rhrou1;h 28. 

y(O) = 2e 

y(O) = 1 

X 

/,- 2- 16' ' .. y(5) = 2 

-y. y(l)=-3 

= 2r. y(IJ = I 

= ,._ y ( ~.rr) = ~1( 

= 2.,·2v. y(l) =I 

-J.\2y2, y(l) = - I 

y(O) = 0 

ros2 y. y(4) = :r/4 

:ocneral ~olution of the differential equation 
(b) Find a singular \olution that i~ not in
general solution. (c) Im.pect a \ketch of 

Jon curves to determine the points (a. b) for 
1tial value problemy' = y 2• y(a) = b has a 
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30. Solve the differential equation (dyjd,-)2 = 4_\ to verify the 
general solution curves and singular solution curve that 
arc illustrated in Fig. 1.4.5. Then determine the points 
(a. b) in the plane for which the initial value problem 
(y')2 = 4y, y(a) = b ha\ (a) no solution, (b) infinitely 
man) solutions that arc defined for aJI x. (c) on some 
neighborhood of the point x =a. only finitely many solu
tion:-.. 

31. Di!>CUS!> the difference bet\\een the differential equations 
(dyjdx)2 = 4y and dyjdx = 2,JV. Do they have the 
same solution curves? Why or why not? Determine the 
points (a. b) in the plane for which the initial value prob
lemy' = 2.JY. y(a) = b has (a) no solution, (b) a unique 
solution, (c) infinitely man) solutions. 

32. Find a general solution and any singular solution-; of the 
differential equation d\'myr/a.1hdx = yJYT=I. Deter
mine the points (a, !J) in the plane for which the initial 

value problemy'= yjy2 - I, y(a) = b has (a) no solu
tion. (b) a unique solution, (c) infinitely many solutions. 

33. (Population growth) A certain city had a population of 
25000 in 1960 and a population of 30000 in 1970. Assume 
that its population will continue to grow exponentially at a 
constant rate. What population can ih city planner~ expect 
in the year 2000? 

34. (Population growth) In a certain culture of bacteria, the 
number of bacteria increa\cd sixfold in 10 h. How long 
did Jt take for the population to double? 

35. (Radiocarbon dating) Carbon extracted from an ancient 
skull contained only one-sixth as much •~c as carbon ex
tracted from present-day bone. Ho\\ old is the skull'! 

36. (Radiocarbon dating) Carbon taken from a purported relic 
of the time of Christ contained 4.6 x I 010 atoms of 14C 
per gram. Carbon extracted from a present-day specimen 
of the same substance contained 5.0 x I 010 atoms of 14C 
per gram. Compute the approximate age of the relic. What 
is your opimon as to its authenticity? 

37. (Continuously compounded interest) Upon the birth of 
their fir~t child, a couple deposited $5000 in an account 
that pays 89r interest compounded continuously. The in
tere't payments are aliO\ved to accumulate. How much 
will the account contain on the child's eighteemh birth
day? 

38. (Continuous!) compounded interest) Suppose that you 
discover in your attic an overdue library book on which 
your grandfather owed a fine of 30 cents 100 year' ago. If 
an overdue fine gro\vs exponentially at a 5% annual rate 
compounded continuously. how much would you have to 
pa) if you returned the book today'! 

39. (Drug elimination) Suppo'e that sodium pentobarbital is 
used to anesthetize a dog. The dog is anesthetized when 
its bloodstn.:am contains at lea\t 45 milligrams (mg) of 
sodium pentobarbitol per kilogram of the dog's body 
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weight. Suppo~e also that ~odium pentobarbitol is elim
inated exponentially from the dog's bloodstream. "ith a 
half- life of 5 h. What ~ingle do::.e should be adminiMered 
in order to aneMhetize a SO-kg dog for I h? 

40. The half-life of radioactive cobalt is 5.27 years. Suppose 
that a nuclear accident ha~ left the le\el of cobalt radia
tion in a cet1ain region at 100 times the level acceptable 
for human habitation. HO\\ long will it be untJI the region 
is again habitable? (Ignore the probable presence of other 
radioactive isotopes.) 

41. Suprose that a mineral body formed in an ancient 
catacl) sm- perhaps the formation of the earth it~elf
originally contained the uranium isotope 2 ' 8 U (which ha" 
a half-life of 4.51 x 10~ year~) but no lead. the end product 
of the radioactive det:ay of ~~~u. If today the ratio of mu 
atom'> to lead atoms in the mineral body is 0.9. when did 
the cataclysm occur? 

42. A certain moon rock \\as found to contain equul numbers 
of potassium and argon atoms. A~sume that all the argon 
1s the result of radioactive decay of pota~'>ium (its half-life 
is about 1.28 x I 09 years) and that one of every nine potas
'>ium atom disintegrations yield::. an argon atom. What i~ 
the age of the rock. measured from the time it contained 
only pota,,ium? 

43. A pitcher of buttermilk initially at 25 C is to be cooled 
by '>etting it on the front porch, where the temperature is 
0°C. Suppose that the temperature of the buttermilk has 
dropped to I 5 · C after 20 mm. When will it be at 5 C? 

44. When sugar is di'>solved in water. the amount A that re
mains undissolved after 1 minutes Mttisfies the ditTercntial 
equation d A/dt = - kA (k > 0). If 25~ of the sugar di ... -
solves after I min. how long docs it take for half of the 
~ugar to di'i'>Olve'> 

45. The inten),ity I of light at a depth of x meters below 
the '>Urface of a lake ~atisfies the differential equation 
d I jdx = ( -1.4) I. (a) At what depth is the intensity half 
the intensit) / 0 at the o;,urfacc (where x = 0)? (b) What 
is the intensity at a depth of 10 m (as a fraction of 10 )'! 
(c) At what depth'' ill the intensity be I <:f. of that at the 
surface? 

46. The barometric pres<,urc p (in inches of mercury) at an 
altitude x miles above sea level satisfies the initial value 
problem dpjdx (- 0.2)p. p(O) = 29.92. (a) Calculate 
the haromet1ic rressure at I 0.000 fl and again at 30.000 
ft. (b ) Without prior condtuoning. few people can sur
vive when the pressure drops to less than 15 in. of mer
em; How high i' that? 

47. A certain piece of dubious information about phen) !ethy
l am me in the drinking water began to 1'-pread one day in a 
city with a population of 100.000. Within a week. I 0.000 
people had heard thir, rumor. As~ume that the rate of in
crease of the number who have heard the rumor i'> propor
tional to the number who have not yet heard it. How long 
will it be until half the population of the city ha-., heard the 
rumor'? 

48. According to one cosmological theory. there were equal 
amount-. of the two uranium isotope~ ~J5U and ·~ lJ at the 
t:rcation of the universe in the "big bang.'· At present there 
arc l37 7 atoms of "~t.; for each atom of )~u. Using the 
half-lives 4.5 I x 109 years for ' 38U and 7. JO x 108 years 
for ~-'5 U. calculate the age of the uni,crse. 

49. A cake is removed from an oven at 2100 F and left to cool 
at room temperature, whtch ~~ 70°F. After 30 min the 
temperature of the cake is l40°f. When will it be 100 F? 

50. The amount A (f) of atmospheric pollutant~ in a certain 
mountain valley grows naturally and is tripling every 7.5 
years. 

(a) If the initial amount is I 0 pu (pollutant units). \Hite 
a formula for A(l) giving the amount (in pu) present 
after t ye:trs. 

(b) What wtll be the amount (in pu) of pollutants present 
in the valley atmosphere after 5 years? 

(c) If it will be dangerous to May in the valley when the 
amount of pollutant.., reaches 100 pu. ho\v long w11l 
thi:-. take'? 

51. An accident at a nudear power plant has left the '>Urround
ing area polluted with radioactive material that decays nat
ural!). The initial amount of radioacti\e material present 
is 15 su (safe units). and 5 months later it is still JO su. 

(a) Write;: a formula gi' ing the amount A (I) of radioactJve 
material (in su) remaining after t months. 

(b ) \\'hat amount of radioactive material will remain after 
8 months? 

(c) How long- total number of months or frat:tion 
thereof- will it be until A = I su. ~o it is safe for 
people to retum to the area? 

52. There arc nO\\ about 3300 different human "language fam
ilies" in the whole world. A~sume that all these are de
rived from a single original language, and that a language 
family develops into 1.5 language families every 6 thou
'and years. About hO\\ long ago wa~ the single original 
human language spoken? 

53. Thou"1nds of year' ago ancestor~ of the Native Americano., 
crossed the Bering Strait from Asia and entered the west
em hemisphere. Since then. the) have fanned out acro~s 
Nonh and South America. The single language that the 
original Nati\e American' spoke ha\ -,inee ~plit into man~ 
Indian '"language families." Assume (as in Problem 52) 
that the number of these language families has been mul
tiplied by 1.5 every 6000 years. There are now 150 Native 
American language families in the \\estem hemisphere. 
About when did the ancestors of today"s Native Ameri
cans arrive? 

5-'. A tank is shaped like a vet1ical cylinder: it initially con
tains\\ atcr to a depth of 9ft, and a bottom plug is removed 
at time 1 = 0 (hours). After l h the depth of the water hm, 
dropped to 4 ft. How long does it take for all the water to 
drain from the tank? 

55. Suppo~e that the tank of Problem 48 ha\ a radius of 3 ft 
and that its bortom hole i:-. circular with radius I in. IIO\\ 



... 

long will Jt take the water (initially 9ft deep) to drain com
pletely'! 

At timet = 0 the bottom plug (at the vertex) of a full con
cal water tank 16ft high is removed. After l h the water 
n the tank is 9 ft deep. When will the tanJ..: be cmpt)? 

- Suppo~e that a cylindrical tank initially containing V0 gal
'h of water drains (through a bottom hole) in T minutes. 

u ,c Torricelli's law to show that the volume of water in 
the tank after t -" T manures IS v = Vr. r 1 - (tjT) f . 

1\ water tank ha~ the shape obtained by revo1vang the curve 
= x40 around the r -a\b. A plug at the bottom ~~ re
lVed at 1 2 noon. when the depth of water in the tank is 

~ ft. At 1 P.M. the depth of the water is 6ft. When will 
~ tan!.. be empty? 

o\ water tan!.. has the shape obtained by revolving the 
parnbo1a x 2 = hy around the y-ax1s. The water depth is 

at 12 noon. when a circular plug in the bottom of the 
. " i.., removed. At l 1'. :\1. the depth of the water 1.., I ft. 

a Find the depth \'(I) of water remaining after 1 hours. 
b l When will the tank be empty? (c) If the initial radiu.., 

he top surface of the water is 2 ft. what is the radiu~ of 
l:Jrcu1ar hole in the bottom? 

cylindrical tank with length 5 ft and radius 3 ft is ~~t
ed with ih axi~ horizontal. If a circular bottom hole 
th a radius of I in. is opened and the tan!.. i' initially 
l full of xylene, hO\\ long will it taJ...c for the liquid to 
n completely'? 

!>pherical tank of radiw. 4 fl b full of gasoline when a 
u.ar bottom hole with radms I in. i~ opened. HO\\ long 
be required for all the ga ... oline 10 drain from the tank'? 

-:...:ppose that an imtially full hembpherical water tank of 
u.; 1 m has ib flat side as its bonum. It has a bottom 
~ o l radius l em. If this hottom hole 1.., opened at I P.:-1., 

n will the tank be empty'! 

,jJer the initwlly full hemispherical water tank of E:-.
le ~.except that the radiu~ r of its circular bottom hole 

unknown. At 1 J>.~l. the bottom hole i~ opened and 
30 P . . \1. the depth of water in the tank IS 2 ft. (a) Use 
celli\ law in the fonn dvfdt = -(0.6)nr~j2g'V 
g constriction into account) to determine when the 

'~ ill be empty. (b ) What is the radiu" of the bottom 
? 

c ·ep.~wlra. or water clock) A 12-h water clock is to 
e '1gned with the dimcn~ions shown in rig I 4.1 0. 

::;Je1 like the ~urfacc obtamed by revolving the curve 
- j(.rl around the y-a\is. What should be this curve. 

hat -.hould be the radius of the circular bottom hole. 
er that the water level \\ill fall at the constallt rate of 

hcs per hour (in./ h)? 
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or 
t = g (yl 

FIGURE 1.4.10. The clepsydra. 

65. Just before m1dday the body of an apparent homicide vic
tim is found m a room that is kept at a constant tempera
tun~ of 70 r. At 12 noon the temperature of the body is 
80"F and at I P .. \1. it is 75 F. Assume that the temperature 
of the body at the time of death wa~ 98.6- f and that it has 
cooled in accord with Newton\, Ia\\. What was the time 
of death? 

66. Early one morning it began to snow at a constant rate. At 
7 1\.\1. a snowplow set off to clear a road. Ry 8 A.:-t. it 
had traveled 2 miles. but it took two more hours (until 
10 A.M.) for the snowplow to go an additional 2 miles. 
(a) Let r = 0 when it began to snow and let x denote the 
distance traveled by the snowplow at time 1. A1:.suming 
that the snowplow clears snow from the road at a constant 
rate (in cubic feet per hour. say). shov, that 

clx I 
k - = 

cit t 

where k i:-. a com.tant. (b) What time did it start snowing'? 
(Amwer: 6 A .M.) 

67. A -.nowplow set\ off at 7 A . \1. as in Problem 66. Suppose 
now that by 8 A.t-1. it had traYeled 4 miles and that by 
9 /\. \1. it had moved an addiuonal 3 miles. \Vhat time d1d 
it start snov\ing? This is a more difficult snowplm" prob
lem because now a transcendental equation rnu<,t be sohed 
numencally to rind the value of k. (Amwer: -k27 A.l\1.) 

68. figure 1.4.1 l shows a bead sliding down a frictionless 
wire from point P to point Q. The hrachi1tochmne prob
lem a1>J..s what shape the wire should be in order to min
imize the bead\ time of descent ti·om P to Q. fn June 
of 1696. John Bernoulli proposed this problem as a pub
lic challenge. \\ ith a 6 month deadline (later extended to 
Ea'>ter 1697 at George Le1bmt.·.., reque~t). Isaac Newton. 
then retired from academic life and \en ing a1> Warden 
of the Mint in London, recci,ed Bernoulli's challenge on 
January 29. 1697. The very next day he communicated 
his own solution- the cun·e of minimal descent time is an 


